Abstract. The bivariate moment problem for a sequence β ≡ β (6) of degree 6 remains unsolved, but we prove that if the associated 10 × 10 moment matrix M 3 (β) satisfies M 3 0 and rank M 3 ≤ 6, then β admits a sequence of approximate representing measures, and β (5) has a representing measure. More generally, let F d denote the closure of the positive flat moment matrices of degree 2d in n variables. Each matrix in F d admits computable approximate representing measures, and in [FN2] Jiawang Nie and the author began to study concrete conditions for membership in this class. Let β ≡ β (2d) = {β i } i∈Z n + ,|i|≤2d , β 0 > 0, denote a real n-dimensional sequence of degree 2d. If the corresponding moment matrix M d ≡ M d (β) is the limit of a sequence of positive flat moment matrices {M 
Introduction
Let β ≡ β (m) = {β i } i∈Z n + ,|i|≤m denote a real n-dimensional sequence of degree m, β 0 > 0, and let K ⊆ R n be a closed set. The Truncated K-Moment Problem (TKMP) concerns conditions for the existence of a positive Borel measure µ, supported in K, such that (1.1)
(where i ≡ (i 1 , . . . , i n ) ∈ Z n + , |i| = i 1 + · · · + i n , x ≡ (x 1 , . . . , x n ) ∈ R n , and x i := x i 1 1 · · · x in n ). β as above is a truncated moment sequence and we refer to µ as a Krepresenting measure for β. In the case K = R n , we refer to TKMP as the Truncated Moment Problem (TMP) and to µ as a representing measure. Although several abstract criteria for the existence of representing measures are known [CF9] [CF7] (cf. Theorems 1.2 and 1.4 below), the only concrete condition available is flatness of the moment data, i.e., the moment matrix M d associated to β (2d) satisfies M d 0 (positive semidefinite) and rank M d = rank M d−1 [CF7] (cf. Theorem 1.4). With the aid of this condition, TKMP has been solved concretely for K a planar curve of degree 1 or 2 [CF3] [CF5] [CF6] [CF8] , and for y = x 3 [F] . In particular, for n = 2, TMP has been solved concretely for degree 2 (d = 1) and degree 4 (d = 2) [CF3] [CF5] . Nevertheless, the 1 degree 6 problem (d = 3) remains largely unsolved, and similarly for β (m) with m ≥ 5. In view of this difficulty, our focus here is on membership of M d in F d , the closure of the positive flat moment matrices. For if M d (β) belongs to F d , then the moment problem for β is "almost" solved in two respects: first, there exists a sequence of approximate representing measures for β and, second, as described by Theorem 1.2 (cf. [CF9] ), β (2d−1) has a representing measure. Moreover, as we discuss below, the existence of approximate representing measures provides a criterion for finite convergence in the polynomial optimization program of J.-B. Lasserre [Las] . Our main result, Theorem 1.9, provides a sufficient condition for membership in F d . The main application of Theorem 1.9 is the following simple criterion for approximation by positive flat moment matrices in the degree 6 problem. Theorem 1.1. Let n = 2 and let β ≡ β (6) = {β ij } i,j≥0,i+j≤6 . The associated 10 × 10 moment matrix M 3 ≡ M 3 (β) belongs to F 3 if and only if M 3 0 and ρ ≡ rank M 3 ≤ 6. In this case, given τ , ρ ≤ τ ≤ 6, M 3 is in the closure of the rank-τ positive flat moment matrices, and there exists a sequence of (computable) τ -atomic positive measures {µ k } such that β ij = lim k→∞ x i y j dµ k (i, j ≥ 0, i + j ≤ 6). Moreover, β (5) has a representing measure. Let R[x] m ≡ R[x 1 , . . . , x n ] m := {p ∈ R[x 1 , . . . , x n ] : deg p ≤ m}. We associate to β the Riesz functional L β :
indeed, in this case, L β (p) = K p dµ ≥ 0. For K = R n , we say that L β is positive. In the classical Full Multidimensional K-Moment Problem for β ≡ β (∞) , the RieszHaviland Theorem [R] [H] states that β admits a K-representing measure if and only if L β is K-positive. Such is not the case in TKMP. The proof of Tchakaloff's Theorem [T] shows that if K is compact, then K-positivity of L β does imply that β has a (finitely atomic) K-representing measure. However, for K noncompact, this implication fails; for example, with n = 1, K = R, m = 4, the sequence 1, 1, 1, 1, 2 has a positive functional but no representing measure (cf. Example 1.5). The following result of [CF9] illustrates the role of K-positivity in TKMP. Theorem 1.2. ([CF9, Theorem 1.2]) β ≡ β (2d) (or β ≡ β (2d+1) ) admits a K-representing measure if and only if β can be extended to a sequence β ≡ β (2d+2) for which L β is K-positive.
(The result in [CF9] is stated only for β (2d) , but it is clear from the proof that it applies as well to β (2d+1) .) K-positivity also solves TKMP in the sense of approximation. Let M n,m denote the set of all real n-dimensional sequences of degree m, viewed as a subset of R η (endowed with the Euclidean norm), where η := dim R[x] m (= n+m m ). Let R n,m (K) := {β ∈ M n,m : β has a K − representing measure}, and let P n,m (K) := {β ∈ M n,m : L β is K − positive}. Note that R n,m (K) ⊂ P n,m (K) ⊂ M n,m is an inclusion of convex cones, with M n,m and P n,m (K) closed; it will become clear in the sequel that in general R n,m (K) is not closed. In view of the preceding two results, it would be desirable to have a concrete test for K-positivity, but at present there is no such test that is applicable to a general multisequence. Similarly, in the Full K-Moment Problem, concrete conditions for Kpositivity are known only in certain cases, e.g., in Hamburger's solution for K = R (cf. [A] [KN] ) and in K. Schmüdgen's solution for K a basic compact semi-algebraic set [S2] . Remarkably, in the compact case treated by Tchakaloff (op. cit.) , there is no known concrete test for K-positivity in TKMP, even in the case when K is a basic compact semialgebraic set. In [FN2] we began to study conditions for β to be a limit of "flat" multisequences (as defined below), in which case positivity of L β is obvious. Moreover, if the flat approximants β [k] are known, then corresponding approximate representing measures µ (k) for β can be explicitly computed (cf. Example 1.5). In [FN2] we obtained concrete necessary and sufficient conditions for flat approximation when n = 1, d ≥ 1 and when n = d = 2 (cf. Theorem 1.6 below). In the present note, we extend the results of [FN2] to the bivariate truncated moment problem, i.e., n = 2, d ≥ 1. The conditions that we present in Theorem 1.9 apply in certain cases in which the truncated moment problem is still unsolved, including certain cases of the bivariate degree 6 problem, so we can at least test for approximate representing measures in these cases; Theorem 1.1 provides one such test.
To describe our results in detail, we require some additional terminology. Following [CF7] , we associate to β ≡ β 
As noted above, if β has a representing measure, then
In general, the preceding implication cannot be reversed, but there is one situation where positivity of
A well-known theorem of Hilbert (cf. [Rez] ) shows that each psd polynomial is SOS if and only if n = 1, d ≥ 1; n = d = 2; or n ≥ 1, d = 1. In each of these cases, checking that L β is positive reduces to simply verifying that M d (β) is positive semidefinite. Now, for n = 2, d = 3, there exists M 3 (β) ≻ 0 (positive definite) for which L β is not positive [CF3] [S1]; more generally, [FN2, Proposition 1.6] shows that except in the cases of Hilbert's theorem, positive semidefiniteness of a moment matrix does not imply positivity of its Riesz functional.
In the sequel we seek to identify cases of Riesz functional positivity that are beyond the scope of Hilbert's theorem and are not due to the existence of representing measures. The first such examples appear in [EF] for certain bivariate M 3 with rank M 3 = 9. In the present note we focus on positivity arising from approximation by positive flat moment matrices. The following result of [CF7] illustrates the central role of positive flat moment matrices in TMP.
, then β admits a unique representing measure, which is rank M d (β)-atomic. More generally, β has a representing measure if and only if β can be extended to a se- [F] . Theorem 1.4 also leads to an algorithmic solution to TMP for the class of recursively determinate moment matrices [CF10] , and is used by Helton and Nie [HN] in a numerical solution to TKMP based on semidefinite programming (see also [FN3] ).
Let can be explicitly computed using [CF7] (see Section 2), and this serves as an approximate representing measure for M d . Although a concrete characterization of positivity for L β seems unlikely, in view of the ease of detecting flatness (by simply checking the positivity and rank conditions), we are motivated to seek a concrete characterization of membership in F d (cf. Question 1.7 below). To illustrate membership in F d , consider the example mentioned just before Theorem 1.2. Example 1.5. We have n = 1 and
M is positive semidefinite, but not recursively generated, so β has no measure (see Section 2). However, with
is positive and flat, with rank M
= 2, and clearly lim
and L β is positive. (Of course, since n = 1 in this example, positivity of L β also follows from M 0 via sums of squares.) Let γ = k 3 (k 2 − 2k − 1) and let ψ = k 2 (3k + 2k 2 + k 3 − 4γ). Then (as described in Section 2) the unique representing measure for M (k) 2 , which serves as an approximate representing measure for M, is given by
, where x
The fact that {x
2 } diverges reflects the fact that β has no representing measure. Now suppose n ≥ 1 and 
For n = 1, d ≥ 1 or n = d = 2, the main result of [FN2] , which follows, characterizes membership in F d in terms of (1.2) and (1.3).
Note also that for n ≥ 1, d = 1, (1.2) and (1.3) imply that M 1 (β) is flat (with rank 1), so Theorem 1.6 holds in all the cases of Hilbert's theorem; these results motivate the following question.
Note that in each case in which Question 1.7 has an affirmative answer, (1.2) and (1.3) provide a simple test for the existence of a representing measure for β (2d−1) (via Theorem 1.2). Theorem 1.1 provides a positive answer to Question 1.7 for n = 2, d = 3; this is perhaps surprising, because several moment theorems which hold within the framework of Hilbert's theorem, e.g., the solution to TMP for n = d = 2 [CF5] , break down in the bivariate degree 6 case (cf. [F] ). To further address membership in F d , observe the necessay condition arising from Theorem 1.2, that positivity of
Of course, (1.4) is equivalent to TMP for β (2n−1) , and is therefore difficult to check in general. Nevertheless, the results of this paper provide some positive evidence concerning the following weaker version of Question 1.7.
, and β (2d−1) has a representing measure, is M d a limit of positive flat moment matrices?
denote a bivariate moment matrix of degree 2d, and consider the block matrix decomposition
thus M d−1 and B d together contain the data in β (2d−1) , and C d is a Hankel matrix comprised of the data of degree 2d. As we discuss in Section 2, M d is positive semidefinite if and only if i)
), which coincides with the size of
We now state our main result.
We note two basic cases where Theorem 1.9 applies. For M d 0, let
For the cases covered by Theorem 1.6, we showed in [FN2] that C ♭ is always Hankel; thus, Theorem 1.6 can be derived from the following result. 
In Example 2.1, (1.2) and (1.3) hold, but C ♭ is not Hankel; however, we show in Section 4 that this example falls within the scope of the next result. Section 2 concerns positive moment matrices, including a geometric characteriztion of flatness (Theorem 2.7) that we require in the sequel. Section 3 concerns determining sequences, which provide a tool for relating the rank of a moment matrix to the geometry of the support of a representing measure. Using Proposition 3.1 and particular determining sequences that we describe in Section 3, we prove Theorem 1.9 and Proposition 1.12 in Section 4. The proof of Theorem 1.1 is a synthesis of these and other results, and appears in Section 5. Theorem 1.1 also yields a new solution to the singular quartic moment problem (Proposition 5.13). The proofs of Theorem 1.1 and of several examples that we present below depend in part on calculations using the computer algebra system in Mathematica; in the sequel we refer to these as symbolic calculations.
We conclude this section by noting an application of Theorem 1.9 to polynomial optimization on R 2 . For p ∈ R[x, y], the Optimization Problem entails estimating
p(x, y).
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We recall the moment relaxations for (1.6) introduced by J.-B. Lasserre [Las] . For t ≥ 1, we define the t-th Lasserre relaxation by
It is not difficult to check that p t ≤ p * and that for t ′ ≥ t, p t ′ ≥ p t ; thus, {p t } is convergent, and p mom ≡ lim t→∞ p t ≤ p * . For fixed t, the infimum in (1.6) is not necessarily attained. Assuming that the infimum is attained, at some optimal sequence y * ≡ y (2t) * , we seek criteria which imply that L y * (p) = p * , so that we have finite convergence of {p s } to p * at stage s = t. A basic result of [Las] shows that this is the case if M t (y * ) is flat, and this concrete condition is used as the stopping criterion in the optimization program in [HeLa] . In [FN2, Theorem 1.5] we showed that convergence at stage t occurs, more generally, if L y * is positive. Thus, Corollary 1.10 provides a broader concrete condition for finite convergence than flatness, namely, rank M t (y * ) ≤ ρ t−1 and C ♭ t (y * ) Hankel. Acknowledgment The author wishes to thank Prof. Jiawang Nie for an invitation to visit him at The University of California, San Diego, where this work commenced in January, 2012. This paper is a sequel to [FN2] , and the author benefited from helpful conversations with Prof. Nie.
Positive moment matrices
In this section we present some results concerning positive moment matrices that will be used in the sequel. We begin, more generally, with a real symmetric block matrix of the form
It is well known that M is positive semidefinite if and only if A 0, B = AW for some matrix W , and C W T AW (= B T W ) (cf. [CF1] ). In this case, let ∆ ≡ C − W T AW denote the Schur complement, so that rank M = rank A+rank ∆. We have rank M = rank A, and we say that M is a flat extension of A, if and only if C = W T AW . Flat extensions are uniquely determined by A and B, for if there are matrices W and V such that AW = B = AV , then
implies that in this case M d has a unique representing measure, which is (rank M d )-atomic. For M d 0, a rank-preserving extension M d+1 is said to be a flat extension; in this case, M d+1 0 and M d+1 is itself flat. In the sequel, if µ is a positive Borel measure with convergent moments β ≡ β (2d) , we sometimes denote
; moreover, for a moment matrix M d (β), we sometimes refer to a representing measure for β as a representing measure for M d (β).
Let n = 2 and suppose
We illustrate this in the following example of [FN2] that we will analyze further in Section 4.
Example 2.1. Consider the positive moment matrix M 3 (β) defined by 
In [FN2] we used ad hoc methods to show that
. In Section 4 we will establish membership in F 3 based on Corollary 1.11.
In the sequel we denote the successive columns of
Positivity and recursiveness are necessary conditions for β to have a representing measure [CF7] , and for n = 1 these conditions are also sufficient [CF1] (cf. Theorem 2.3). In the sequel, to construct examples, we will employ the following result, without further reference.
is positive semidefinite, then the following properties hold:
For n = 1, we will denote a truncated moment sequence of degree 2d by y (2d) = {y 0 , . . . , y 2d }. Then M d (y) is a Hankel matrix, which we henceforth denote by
In this case, Theorem 2.2 may be expressed as follows.
Further, the following are equivalent: i) y has a representing measure; ii) equality holds in (b) (above); iii) H d is recursively generated; iv) rank
Recall the variety associated with β and M d (β), defined by
where Z(p) := {x ∈ R n : p(x) = 0}. We will repeatedly use the following result.
The next result shows how the variety can be used to construct the unique representing measure corresponding to a flat extension.
The unique representing measure for β is given by
We now consider the moment matrix determined by a finitely atomic measure. For
In the sequel, δ {w} denotes the atomic measure with support {w}, whose moment sequence
In Theorem 2.7, we present a geometric criterion for flatness that we will use in the proof of Theorem 1.9. We begin with a lower estimate for rank M d which complements the upper estimate in Proposition 2.4-i).
Proof. Let v := ρ d ; since V is invertible, P is independent, so we may extend P to a
We first consider the case when t < v. Setting
Now V is invertible, so multiplying (2.7) by V −1 on the left, we obtain Kc = 0, with K of the form I t D , where I t denotes the t × t identity matrix and
The preceding calculation shows that ker M d is spanned by the v − t vectors η j (1 ≤ j ≤ v − t), where (2.9)
In the case when t = v, we set V = V and conclude from (2.7) that c = 0, whence
Next, suppose µ is a representing measure,
Since µ is a representing measure for
Theorem 2.7. M d 0 is flat if and only if there exist a t-atomic representing measure
Proof. The "only if" direction follows immediately from Theorem 2.5 applied to the flat extension M d of M d−1 . For the converse, it follows from Proposition 2.6 (applied to M d−1 ), and from (2.5), that
We conclude this section with a change of variables result for n = 2 that we will use in Section 5 to simplify certain moment matrices. An analogous change of variables for the truncated complex moment problem appears in [CF5, Proposition 1.7] , but here we require a stronger version. Consider the degree-one map T :
v) The formula µ = µ • T is a one-to-one correspondence between representing measures for β and β, which preserves measure class and cardinality of support; moreover,
In particular, p(X, Y ) = 0 if and only if q( X, Y ) = 0, and
Proof. The proofs of i)-vi) are direct analogues of those of the corresponding parts of [CF5, Proposition 1.7], so we omit the details. For vii), we have
Since J is invertible, it follows that q( X, Y ) = 0 ⇐⇒ p(X, Y ) = 0; the other conclusions follow similarly. For viii), first note that, relative to β, for 1 ≤ k ≤ d, we also have the subsequence β (2k) and its moment matrix
. It now follows from iii) and iv) that M d is positive and flat if M d is positive and flat. The converse follows by symmetry (using the transform
(a sequence of degree 2d), is positive and flat, with rank M
d J, and iii)-iv) and viii) imply that each
, and the converse follows by symmetry (again using the transform T −1 ). For x), since M d 0, there is a matrix W such that
we have
where
A block matrix calculation now shows that the last expression coincides with the C-block of
) is a moment matrix, whence its C ♭ d block is Hankel. The converse follows by symmetry.
Determining sequences for bivariate polynomials
In this section we examine certain determining sequences for bivariate polynomials that will be used in proving Theorem 1.9. By a determining sequence for
2 with the following property:
In particular, Γ is determining if each nonzero polynomial in R[x, y] d has at most a finite number of zeros in Γ.
The following result will prove useful in relating the geometry of the support of a representing measure to the rank of a moment matrix.
Proposition 3.1. Suppose P ≡ {p 1 (x, y), . . . , p t (x, y)} is a set of independent polynomials in
Note that we are not assuming that the determining sequences in Proposition 3.1 are distinct; however, in the proof of Theorem 1.9 in Section 4, the sequences will be distinct. Furthermore, the integers k 1 , . . . , k t need not be distinct, but clearly the points w
kt are necessarily distinct. We also note that although we have formulated Proposition 3.1 only for 2 variables, the concept of determining sequence and the proof that we present below are valid as well for n variables.
Proof. (Proof of Proposition 3.1) The proof is by induction on t ≥ 1. Since p 1 (x, y) ≡ 0 and w
(1) is a determining sequence, there exists k 1 ≥ k such that p 1 (w (1) k 1 ) = 0, so the result holds for t = 1. Assume by induction that the result holds up to t − 1. Since P t−1 ≡ {p 1 , . . . , p t−1 } is independent, there exist k 1 , . . . , k t−1 ≥ k such that
and set p(x, y) :
Expanding det V (x, y) with respect to the bottom row, we have
where each D i is a minor of p(x, y) and
is a determining sequence, there exists k t ≥ k such that p(w
kt ] is invertible. We require a determining sequence for R [x, y] d that is compatible with a moment matrix construction in the proof of Theorem 1.9, and to this end we will focus on the sequence
It follows from (3.2) that to prove Proposition 3.2, it suffices to show that Q (m)
as a polynomial in R[x] md+d are not the coefficients a ij of p(x, y), but, rather, certain linear combinations of the a ij . To show that at least one such coefficient is nonzero, we require some auxiliary results. In the sequel we say that a power monomial
is affiliated with coefficient a ij of p(x, y) if the formal expansion of (3.2) into a sum of monomials contains one or more terms of the form γa ij x k , say γ r a ij x k (1 ≤ r ≤ s) for some s ≥ 1, where γ r ≡ α j δ r is a nonzero absolute constant (i.e., independent of all a uv ); we sometimes write this as x k ; a ij . It is clear from (3.2) that for fixed i, j, k, s r=1 γ r a ij x k is a term of the form Γa ij x k , where Γ = α j β and β is some binomial coefficient. For our purposes, it is necessary to identify exactly which monomial powers
and with which coefficients of p(x, y) each monomial power is affiliated. For example, if p(x, y) = a 00 + a 10 x + a 01 y + a 20 x 2 + a 11 xy + a 02 y 2 , then Q To identify the powers and affiliations in Q distinct elements. It is now easy to check that the map
Proof. The proof is by induction on d ≥ 1.
1 (x) = a 00 x m + a 10 x m+1 +a 10 x 0 +a 01 αx m+1 . The unique power affiliated with a 00 is x m , and φ(0, 0) = m, i = 0. The powers affiliated with a 10 are x 0 and x m+1 , and φ(1, 0) = 0, i = 1. The unique power affiliated with a 01 is x m+1 , and φ(0, 1) = m + 1, i = 0. Assume the result is true up to d−1 and consider Q 
. Thus, (3.4) implies that the powers affiliated with and (3. 3) implies that these powers coincide with
. Now consider the case i, j ≥ 0, i + j = d. It follows from (3.4) that the powers affiliated with a ij in Q (m) d are those affiliated with a ij in the formal expansion of x md s d (x), i.e., those powers which appear in the complete expansion of
, which simplify to x md+d , x md−m+d−1 , x md−2m+d−2 , . . . , x md−mi+d−i , and this sequence coincides with
The result now follows from Lemma 3.3.
Note that every power of x in the expansion of the right hand side of (3.2) is affiliated with some a ij . The preceding result shows that each such power of x is of the form
d , and it also shows that every such power is affiliated with at least one coefficient in Q 
, and we will show that this implies p(x, y) ≡ 0 in R[x, y], contradicting the hypothesis. We may list the powers corresponding to S m,d by increasing degree as
We will prove by induction on the position, τ , of a power in this list
), that for the τ -th power ≡ 0, it follows that a d,0 = 0. Now assume by induction that for the first τ − 1 powers in (3.5), each coefficient a ij with which any of these powers is affiliated satisfies a ij = 0. Let x rm+s denote the τ -th power (for some r, s with 0 ≤ r ≤ d, 0 ≤ s ≤ r). Now rm + s = φ(i, j) for a unique (i, j) ∈ Z 2 d , and Corollary 3.4 shows that x rm+s is affiliated with a ij . Next, suppose x rm+s is also affiliated with some other coefficient
comes first in the sequence of powers affiliated with a i ′ ,j ′ , and since this sequence is ordered by strictly increasing degree of the powers, we have r ′ m + s ′ < rm + s. By induction, since x r ′ m+s ′ is a lower power than x rm+s , it follows that a i ′ ,j ′ = 0. Thus, whether or not x rm+s is affiliated only with a ij , we can now represent the total coefficient of
as γa ij for some nonzero absolute constant γ. Since Q (m) d ≡ 0, it now follows that a ij = 0, so every coefficient with which x rm+s is affiliated equals 0. By induction, we conclude that for every power x rm+s (0 ≤ r ≤ d, 0 ≤ s ≤ r), each coefficient with which x rm+s is affiliated equals 0. Since, given a ij , x φ(i,j) is affiliated with a ij (Corollary 3.4), it follows that each a ij = 0. Since p(x, y) ≡ 0 by hypothesis, this contradiction implies that Q 
2 (x) = 0. We continue this section by identifying another determining sequence that we will use in proving Theorem 1.9. Proof. For p(x, y) ≡ i,j≥0,i+j≤d
We will prove that
If p has more than md + m zeros of the form ( 
, and thus
. Now (3.7) follows from (3.8) by a straightforward induction on d ≥ 1; we omit the details.
We conclude this section by describing a determining sequence, corresponding to a prescribed point (x 0 , y 0 ) ∈ R 2 , that we will use in Section 5. The hypothesis s > 0 is necessary: for d = 1, if a, b, c ∈ R are nonzero, with b = −c, if a + bx 0 + cy 0 = 0, and if we take r = 1 and s = 0, then p(x, y) := a + bx + cy vanishes on Λ. We will use notation similar to that in the proof of Proposition 3.2.
, and define
It follows readily that (3.10)
Lemma 3.7. The powers that appear in Q d are x ir+js with 0 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ d, and
Moreover, the complete expansion of (3.10) includes the term a j−i,d−j x ir+js (corresponding to a = b = 0 in (3.11)).
We have already seen that s > 0 is necessary for Proposition 3.6. In order for the exponents ir + js (0 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ d) to be distinct, it is necessary and sufficient that r > (d − 1)s, which is the requirement in the definition of Λ.
Proof. (Proof of Lemma 3.7)
The proof is by induction on d ≥ 1. For d = 1, p(x, y) = a 00 + a 10 x + a 01 y, so Q 1 (x) = a 00 x r+s + a 10 x 0 x r+s + a 10 x s + a 01 y 0 x r+s + a 01 . Thus x 0 is affiliated only with a 01 (in agreement with i = j = 0, a = b = 0 in (3.11)) and x s is affiliated only with a 10 (in agreement with i = 0, j = 1, a = b = 0). For x r+s , we have i = j = 1, and this power is affiliated with a 00 (a = b = 0), a 01 (a = 0, b = 1), and a 10 (a = 1, b = 0). By inspection, we also see that in Q 1 (x) we have the required terms a 01 x 0 , a 10 x s , and a 00 x r+s . Now assume the result holds for d − 1. Thus, in Q d−1 , for 0 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ d − 1, the power x ir+js is affiliated precisely with the coefficients a j−i+a,(d−1)−j+b , where a, b ≥ 0, a + b ≤ i; moreover, the expansion of (3.10) (with d − 1 taking the place of d) contains the term a j−i,(d−1)−j x ir+js . It follows from (3.10) that in Q d the power x (i+1)r+(j+1)s is also affiliated with these coefficients. Setting
moreover, the expansion of (3.10) for Q d contains the terms a j−i,
To complete the proof of (3.11) (but with i and j in (3.11) replaced by i ′ and j ′ ), it is necessary to show that i) for the case i
Note that in (3.10), the expansion of x
Upon further expansion, this shows that (3.13)
To show i), given 0 ≤ j ′ ≤ d, in (3.13) we let i = j ′ , u = v = 0 and see that x is is affiliated with a i,d−i . Further, with u = v = 0, it is clear from (3.12) that Q d contains the term a i,d−i x is . For ii), we have 1
and we seek to show that
. It now follows from (3.13) that 
for certain absolute constants α uv with α 00 = 1. Except for a j−i,d−j , each coefficient of p(x, y) that appears in the preceding expression has degree at least d − i + 1, so by induction each such coefficient equals 0. It follows that the coefficient of x ir+js in Q d reduces to α 00 a j−i,d−j , whence a j−i,d−j = 0. Thus, each coefficient of p of degree d − i equals 0; the result now follows by induction.
Limits of positive flat moment matrices
In this section we prove Theorem 1.9. Throughout this section M d ≡ M d (β) (as in (2.3)) denotes a bivariate moment matrix of degree 2d. Now suppose β (2d−1) has a κ-atomic representing measure µ, so that
We now re-state Theorem 1.9 for ease of reference. , omit all reference to these additional points in the sequel.) Let R, S ∈ N, with S > 0 and R > (d−1)S. With w j ≡ (x j , y j ) (1 ≤ j ≤ κ and κ + s + 1 ≤ j ≤ τ ), we apply Proposition 3.6 to define the determining sequences
. Next, note that ∆ is a Hankel matrix, say ∆ = (u i+j ) 0≤i,j≤d . We first consider the case when ∆ is a moment matrix, i.e., u 0 > 0. If ∆ ≻ 0 (positive definite), then s = d + 1 and ∆ has an s-atomic representing measure ν by Theorem 2.3 (cf. [CF1] ). Otherwise, ∆ is positive and singular, i.e., s ≤ d, so [FN2, Theorem 3 .1] implies that there is a sequence, {H d (y [k] )}, of positive Hankel matrices, such that ∆ = lim
and rank
) admits an s-atomic representing measure ν k . Thus, for the remainder of the proof of this case, replacing ∆ by l) ] (for sufficiently large l), we may thus assume that rank ∆ = s and that ∆ has an s-atomic measure ν (as above) in which the α i are distinct and nonzero. Now, for κ + 1 ≤ j ≤ κ + s, choose an integer m j ≥ d − 1. Applying Proposition 3.2 with d replaced by d −1, we define the determining sequences
consisting of all of the monomials, and let P := {p 1 , . . . , p t }. We next apply Proposition 3.1 to P and the determining sequences
kt ] (as defined in Section 2) is invertible; in particular, the points w j ≡ w
We define three atomic measures that will be used in constructing the flat approximants to M d . Let
Straightforward calculations show that lim
and lim
To complete the proof of this case, it remains to show that M
is a representing measure for M
, and
is flat follows directly from Theorem 2.7. This completes the proof when u 0 > 0.
We next consider the case when u 0 = 0. In this case, it follows from Theorem 2.3 that u j = 0 (0 ≤ j ≤ 2d − 1) and γ := u 2d ≥ 0. If γ = 0, then ∆ = 0 and s = 0; in this case, we may procede as above except that we skip the step involving ∆ and ν (k) and, in particular, we do not define the sequences w (j) (κ + 1 ≤ j ≤ κ + s). Assuming that γ > 0, we have s = 1, and for fixed m ≥ d − 1, we use Proposition 3.5 to define the determining sequence w (κ+1) ≡ {w
, where w
We next apply Proposition 3.1 exactly as before to produce the points w 1 , . . . , w t with an invertible Vandermonde V . We define µ (k) and σ (k) as before, but we now define
where j = κ + 1. The proof now continues exactly as in the case u 0 > 0, beginning with the definition of ω
We illustrate Theorem 4.1, and particularly Corollary 1.11, with a continuation of Example 2.1.
Example 4.2. In Example 2.1 we have M 3 0 and rank M 3 = 6, with column relations X 2 = 1, X 3 = X, X 2 Y = Y , and Y 3 = 2Y . It is straightforward to check that by propagating these column relations forward, i.e., by defining
2 , we construct a positive flat moment matrix extension M 4 . Thus β has a 6 atomic representing measure µ which may be explicitly computed as described in Section 2 (cf. [CF7] ). The support of µ is the variety of M 4 , which consists of the common solutions to x 2 = 1 and y 3 = 2y, namely (
2 } is a basis for the column space of M 3 and define corresponding polynomials p 1 (x, y) := 1, 22 p 2 (x, y) = x, p 3 (x, y) := y, p 4 (x, y) = xy, p 5 (x, y) := y 2 , p 6 (x, y) = xy 2 . The Vandermonde V ≡ (p i (x j , y j )) 1≤i,j≤6 is invertible. Let v be the vector of moments corresponding to the p i , i.e., v := (β 00 , β 10 , β 01 , β 11 , β 02 , β 12 )
representing measure for M 3 . We now use the method of Theorem 4.1 to approximate M 3 with positive flat moment matrices. Using Proposition 3.6 with d = 3, r = 3, s = 1 (r and s here have the same meaning as in Proposition 3.6), we perturb the support of µ as follows.
.
Since ∆[µ] = 0, we set ν (k) = 0, and since ρ[µ] = 6 = ρ 2 , we set σ (k) = 0. With
We performed a numerical test using that we tested was flat, even for k = 1, where the error is large. Note also that in implementing Proposition 3.1, for each k > 0 we used k j = jk (1 ≤ j ≤ 6). Experiments with each k j = k did not yield flat approximants M . In any example of this type, we may apply the method of Theorem 4.1 directly, or we may apply a slightly different and simpler approach that we next describe. In this approach, we do not define the determining sequences w
(1) , . . . , w (r) , and we replace µ (k) with µ. Further, if r + s < τ , we choose α j (r + s + 1 ≤ j ≤ t) so that α 1 , . . . , α t are distinct and nonzero. For m ≥ d − 1, we use Proposition 3.2 to define determining sequences
Given k ≥ 1, we then apply Proposition 3.1 to p r+1 , . . . , p t and the sequences w (r+1) , . . . , w (t) to produce points w r+1 , . . . , w t (dependent on k) leading to an invertible (τ − r) × (τ − r) Vandermonde V . As before, we use w r+1 , . . . , w r+s to define ν (k) and w r+s+1 , . . . , w t to define
, the proof then procedes along the lines of the proof of Theorem 4.1; we omit the details.
Example 4.3. To define
we begin with 
M 3 is positive semidefinite, with rank M 3 = 7, and column dependence relations
, so B 4 must be of the form In the sequel, to satisfy the requirement that C ♭ be Hankel, we set y = x 2 + 428. We next define C 4 by 
denote a positive semidefinite moment matrix. We recall from Section 2 two basic properties that we will use repeatedly. It follows from [CF2, Proposition 3.9] 
. The following property is useful Proof. Suppose r = 1. Then in Col M 3 , X = α1, Y = β1 (for certain scalars α, β), so (5.2) and (5.3) imply that in Col M
Next, let r = 2. If rank M 1 = 1, then by recursiveness in M 2 , it follows that rank M 2 = 1, a contradiction. Thus rank M 1 = rank M 2 = 2, so M 2 is flat. Thus M 2 has a unique flat extension M 3 . Since M 3 is recursively generated, it follows readily from (5.2) that
Now suppose r = 3. As above, if rank M 1 = 1, then by recursiveness of M 2 , rank M 2 = 1, a contradiction. Further, if rank M 1 = 3, then M 2 is flat, so we may procede exactly as in the r = 2 case (above) to conclude that C ♭ 3 is Hankel. We may thus assume that rank M 1 = 2, and we first consider the case when {1, X} is a column basis, with Y = α1 + βX for some α, β ∈ R. By recursiveness in M 2 , XY = αX + βX 2 and Y 2 = αY + βXY , so {1, X, X 2 } is a basis for Col M 2 . From (5.2), in Col B 3 we have
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(5.5) We next analyze cases of Theorem 5.1 with r = 4 or r = 5. Since M 3 0, then M 2 is recursively generated, so in these cases we must have {1, X, Y } independent in Col M 2 . Thus, in Col M 2 there is a dependence relation of the form p(X, Y ) = 0, with deg p(x, y) = 2. Given a degree-one map T , let M 2 denote the moment matrix corresponding to M 2 under T (cf. Proposition 2.8), and let q( x, y)
clearly q( x, y) = 0 if and only if p(x, y) = 0. It is well-known that corresponding to p(x, y) there is a degree-one map T such that the variety q( x, y) = 0 is one of the following: [SH, p. 405] ). We note that column dependence relations corresponding to any of the last four cases cannot occur in M 2 if M 2 0 and rank M 2 ≥ 4. To see this, we may scale β so that β 00 = 1, and we denote M 2 as
If X 2 = 0, then c = f = g = p = q = w = 0; since c = 0, positivity of M 2 implies a = d = h = 0, and, similarly, w = 0 implies s = 0. Thus, rank M 2 ≤ 3, a contradiction. Similarly, if X 2 + Y 2 = 0, then c + e = 0 and p + w = 0 imply c = e = p = w = 0, and it follows as above (via positivity) that rank M 2 ≤ 2. If X 2 = −1, then c = −1, which violates positivity in M 2 ; similarly, if X 2 + Y 2 = −1, then c + e = −1, which is impossible. Motivated by the preceding discussion, in the following sequence of results we assume that M 2 admits a column dependence relation corresponding to one of the following varieties: xy = 0, xy = 1, x 2 = y, x 2 = 1, or x 2 + y 2 = 1. In each case we will show that under the hypotheses of Theorem 5.1, M 3 satisfies the following property: 
From the above column relations, B 3 must be of the form (5.10)
for certain t and u. Since X 3 in B 3 belongs to Ran M 2 , it follows that
In particular, γ := X 3 , Y 2 = 0, and a symbolic calculation shows that
Further, since 
and since γ = 0, then c 41 = 0. Thus C ♭ 3 is Hankel, which completes the proof in this case.
Suppose next that XY = 0 and that B ≡ {1, X, Y, Y 2 } is a basis for Col M 2 . In view of the previous case, we may assume that X 2 ∈ 1, X, Y . Thus,
T . In particular, g = ( c e 0 )(c 1 c 2 c 3 )
. Denoting M 2 and B 3 as in (5.9) and (5.10), t in X 3 is uniquely determined via recursiveness in ( M 2 B 3 ) by (5.11)
i.e., t = c 1 e + c 2 g.
T . This relation and (5.10) imply that 0 = Y 3 , X 2 = k 1 c + k 2 e ≡ λ. A symbolic calculation now shows that
, and a further symbolic calculation shows that
Since λ = 0, it follows that C for some t ≡ β 50 and u ≡ β 05 . Setting ( k 1 k 2 k 3 k 4 ) T := J −1 ( e g c t )
T , the condition X 3 ∈ Ran M 2 , i.e., X 3 = k 1 1 + k 2 X + k 3 Y + k 4 X 2 , is equivalent to the condition that λ := k 1 d + k 2 b + k 3 f + k 4 1 − a satisfies λ = 0. Setting where γ is a polynomial in the moments of M 2 . Since, from above, λ = 0, we have c 41 = 1, whence C ♭ 3 is Hankel.
In the remaining case with XY = 1, we may assume that M 2 has the column basis B ≡ {1, X, Y, Y 2 }. In view of the previous case, we may also assume that X 2 = c 1 1 + c 2 X + c 3 Y , where ( c 1 c 2 c 3 )
1 ( c e a ) T , so, in particular, we have (5.14) c 1 c + c 2 e + c 3 a = g, c 1 d + c 2 b + c 3 f = 1.
In ( M 2 B 3 ), by recursiveness, we have X 3 = c 1 X + c 2 X 2 + c 3 1, X 2 Y = X, XY 2 = Y . Further, since Y 3 ∈ Ran M 2 , in Col ( M 2 B 3 ) we have (5.15)
where ( ; the former condition follows from (5.14) and the latter from the fact that C ♭ 3 is real symmetric, so the proof is complete.
Proposition 5.5. Suppose M 3 0, with ρ ≤ 6 and r = 4. If M 2 has a column relation Y = X 2 , then C ♭ 3 is Hankel. Proof. Since r = 4 and M 2 is recursively generated, then {1, X, Y } is independent, and we first consider the case when {1, X, Y, Y 2 } is a column basis for M 2 . Thus, there is a column relation of the form XY = c 1 1 + c 2 X + c 3 Y + c 4 Y 2 . The corresponding curve xy = c 1 + c 2 x + c 3 y + c 4 y 2 has no x 2 term, so its discriminant is positive, and it thus represents a (possibly degenerate) hyperbola. Thus, by applying an appropriate degree-one map and Proposition 2.8-iii), iv), vii), M 2 may be transformed into a rank-4 positive M 2 with a column relation of the form X Y = 0 or X Y = 1. It thus follows from Propositions 5.3 and 5.4 that the C block of ( M d ) ♭ is Hankel, whence Proposition 2.8-x) implies that C ♭ 3 is Hankel. We may now assume that {1, X, Y, XY } is a column basis, with a column relation of the form Y 2 = k 1 1+k 2 X +k 3 Y +k 4 XY . Denoting M 2 as M d with d = 2, we see that M d is recursively determinate in the sense of [CF10] , i.e., there is degree-reducing relation X n = p(X, Y ) (n = 2, deg p = 1 < n) and a degree-preserving relation Y m = q(X, Y ) (m = 2, deg q = 2 = m). Since M d is positive, recursively generated, and recursively determinate with n + m − 2 = d, it follows from [CF10, Corollary 2.4] that M 2 admits a unique flat extension M 3 . In this extension, B 3 is completely determined from M 2 by recursiveness, i.e., X 3 = XY , X 2 Y = Y 2 , XY 2 = (xq)( X, Y ), Y 3 = (yq)( X, Y ). Since M 2 = M 2 and ( M 2 B 3 ) is recursively generated, the same column relations as just above determine B 3 so that B 3 = B 3 . It now follows immediately from (6.3) that C ♭ 3 = C 3 , and since C 3 is Hankel, the result follows. Proposition 5.6. Suppose M 3 0, with ρ ≤ 6 and r = 4. If M 2 has a column relation X 2 = 1, then C ♭ 3 is Hankel. Proof. The proof is essentially the same as that of the preceding result. If {1, X, Y, Y 2 } is a column basis for M 2 , then there is a hyperbola relation XY = c 1 1+c 2 X+c 3 Y +c 4 Y 2 , so it follows as in the proof of Proposition 5.5 that C ♭ 3 is Hankel. In the remaining case, {1, X, Y, XY } is a column basis, and it follows exactly as in the proof of Proposition 5.5 that M ♭ 3 is a moment matrix, whence C ♭ 3 is Hankel. Proposition 5.7. Suppose M 3 0, with ρ ≤ 6 and r = 4. If M 2 has a column relation X 2 + Y 2 = 1, then C ♭ 3 is Hankel. Proof. As in the previous proof, {1, X, Y } is independent. We consider first the case when {1, X, Y, X 2 } is a column basis for M 2 . It follows that XY is a linear combination of the basis columns, but since this relation has no Y 2 term, the relation represents a hyperbola, so the result follows from the hyperbola cases above (exactly as in the proof of Proposition 5.5, via Proposition 2.8-x)). In the remaing case, {1, X, Y } is independent and {1, X, Y, X 2 } is dependent, so there is a degree-reducing column relation of the form X 2 = c 1 1 + c 2 X + c 3 Y . Since we also have the degree-preserving relation Y 2 = 1 − X 2 , M 2 is recursively determinate, and the proof procedes exactly as in the conclusion of the proof of Proposition 5.5.
We next present cases where r = 5. Since there is nothing to prove in Theorem 5.1 if M 3 is flat, and (5.8) clearly holds as well in this case, we may assume rank M 3 = 6 in these cases.
Proposition 5.8. Suppose M 3 0, with ρ = 6 and r = 5. If M 2 has a column relation XY = 0, then M 3 satisfies (5.8).
Proof. We have M 2 as in (5.9), and ( M 2 B 3 ) is recursively generated, so B 3 is as in (5.10). Since X 2 Y = XY 2 = 0 in B 3 , (5.3) implies that the same column relations hold in C 
